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BIOGRAPHY:

PAUL EPSTEIN has spent nearly 15 years as a professional sports executive
for multiple NFL and NBA teams, a global sports agency, and the NFL
league office, where he has broken every premium revenue metric in Super
Bowl history, opened a billion-dollar stadium, and founded the San
Francisco 49ers Talent Academy, where he became known as the “Why
Coach.” 

As an award-winning keynote speaker named one of SUCCESS magazines
top thought leaders that get results, Paul’s impact continues off stage
providing leadership development and culture transformation programs for
companies and teams including Amazon, Disney, Johnson & Johnson, NASA,
the Los Angeles Lakers, and the Dallas Cowboys—and his work has been
featured on ESPN, NBC, Fox Business, and in USA Today. 

He is also the best-selling author of The Power of Playing Offense and is
slated to launch his second book in 2023, Better Decisions Faster.

Short Bio



BIOGRAPHY:

PAUL EPSTEIN is a former high-level executive for multiple NFL and NBA
teams and the bestselling author of The Power of Playing Offense. In 2022,
he was named one of SUCCESS magazine’s top thought leaders who get
results—alongside Tony Robbins, Brené Brown, Gary Vaynerchuk, and Mel
Robbins—and his work has been featured on ESPN, NBC, Fox Business, and
in USA Today. 

In nearly 15 years as a leader in the world of pro sports, Paul helped take NBA
teams from the bottom of the league in revenue to the top two, broke every
premium sales revenue metric in Super Bowl history while in the NFL’s
league office, opened a billion-dollar stadium, and founded the San
Francisco 49ers Talent Academy, where he was known as the “Why Coach.” 

As an award-winning keynote speaker, Paul’s impact continues off stage
providing leadership development and culture transformation programs for
companies and teams including Amazon, Disney, Johnson & Johnson, NASA,
the Los Angeles Lakers, and the Dallas Cowboys. 

He’s also the founder of the Win Monday community (an elite personal and
professional development network) and host of the Win Monday podcast,
where he interviews high-profile guests who reveal their secrets of
confidence and work-life mastery.

When he’s not on stage as a global keynote speaker, Epstein puts his
insights to daily practice, serving as chief impact officer for PurposePoint
and senior advisor for the Why Institute. 

Next up? Paul is slated to launch his second book in 2023, Better Decisions
Faster: Unshakable Confidence when You Need it Most.

Long Bio



SPEAKING TOPICS:

Identify the keys to attracting, engaging, and retaining talent
Inspire key talent to leverage purpose as a driver of commitment and
performance
Learn to build an environment of intrinsic motivation, no carrots or sticks required
Cultivate a culture of grit and resilience to endure any climate
Understand the best and ‘next practices’ of trust building, empathy, and
belonging
Receive a 5-pillar framework from leading teams in the NFL/NBA, and how it
applies to your organization

Playing Offense in Defensive Environments
How to Lead with Courage while Navigating Uncertainty

Global upheaval and economic uncertainty have us all playing defense. But for those
willing to play offense with confidence, the opportunities couldn’t be greater.

About This Keynote
Leading during uncertain times can be daunting. And have there ever been more
uncertain times than these?

Economic winter, global uncertainty — these are the factors leading to defensive
mindsets at organizations all over the world. But what if you had a playbook for playing
offense — pursuing and achieving meaningful goals while everyone else is sheltering in
place?

If you can learn to Win Monday — achieving your goals one day, one decision, and one
action at a time — there’s no limit to what you can accomplish. 

Learning Outcomes



SPEAKING TOPICS:

Picking Strategy A or Strategy B
Choosing who (and when) to hire, fire, or promote
Deciding whether to spend your time on X, Y, or Z
Moving forward with a deal or hitting the eject button

Flip fear and uncertainty into clarity and confidence
Empower leaders and talent to become highly decisive, aware, and intentional in
their actions
Acquire an operating framework designed for speed, efficiency, and winning time
back
Learn a simple, holistic method to promote personal and professional well-being
Build high-trust teams through heightened authenticity and collaboration
Leave with a playbook where everybody knows when to say “yes” to and when to
say “no” 

How to Make Better Decisions Faster
Unshakable Confidence when you Need it Most

We make 35,000 decisions a day. Making those decisions more effectively, with less
effort and time investment, can absolutely transform our lives, careers, and companies.

About This Keynote
Even the most elite performers can rush to bad judgements, become paralyzed by
indecision, or get worn down by decision fatigue. 

In this keynote, Paul reveals the streamlined three-step process he’s used to turn
around major sports franchises — from the locker room to the boardroom. Avoid
decision traps, move confidently towards your goals, and make the best out of your
MVDs: Most Valuable Decisions.

Discover the secrets to always making the right call when it comes to:

The secret? The Head-Heart-Hands equation: a simple and repeatable process that taps
into the power of our three most basic human tools for making better decisions faster.

Learning Outcomes



SPEAKING TOPICS:

Reveal each team member’s WHY with a custom 5-minute assessment
Understand how each WHY can be a competitive edge or a dangerous weapon
Learn which WHYs connect best to specific roles and functions
Integrate each persons WHY to connect to their strengths and superpowers
Know where the WHY-to-WHY frictions will occur within your team
Leverage the 9 WHYs to communicate and collaborate more effectively

Building a WHY Centered Culture
The 9 WHYs of Building Trust, Collaboration, and Winning Teams

We’ve all learned the importance of “starting with WHY.” But finding the right WHY isn’t
always easy, until now.  Paul’s 9 WHYs will deliver the results required for true team
transformation. 

About This Keynote
As the former WHY Coach for the San Francisco 49ers and advisor to the WHY Institute,
Paul knows the power of finding your WHY.

In his keynote on the 9 WHYs that build trust, connection, and successful teams, Paul
will help you tap into the possibilities of an organization where every member thinks in
terms of the same unifying purpose — a WHY.

Discover how each WHY can be either a superpower or a kryptonite. Discover the WHYs
that drive individual team members, and how those WHYs can either create a ceiling
on trust and engagement or send them into the stratosphere.

The end result? Shatter the performance ceiling, realize the true potential of your team,
and turn your “locker room” into a place where everyone is driven by purpose and
passion.

Learning Outcomes



VIDEOS:

Sizzle Reel
Watch

Unbranded Vimeo Showcase (Bureau-Friendly): Watch & Download

The Purpose Summit
Watch

The Big Biz Show
Watch

Paul's Philosophy on Business
Watch

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EPHlQshi1Mg
https://vimeo.com/showcase/8667262
https://vimeo.com/508916151
https://vimeo.com/508916151
https://vimeo.com/508916151
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EPHlQshi1Mg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EPHlQshi1Mg
https://vimeo.com/showcase/8667327
https://youtu.be/-NafBMX0mpE
https://youtu.be/-NafBMX0mpE
https://youtu.be/VirqzlGlfjo
https://youtu.be/VirqzlGlfjo
https://youtu.be/MfcDEzL0p_Y
https://youtu.be/MfcDEzL0p_Y


PHOTOS:
Click on  photos to download.

https://gothamartists.my.salesforce.com/sfc/p/30000000mJtC/a/3y000000Renj/kI1HmX6JmH5RTRDAMqNSGLs6Cx.foOhcR12IS1PAtVU
https://gothamartists.my.salesforce.com/sfc/p/30000000mJtC/a/3y000000KLPg/BjJsqVFMtFzR0BC2qUGlzMQ7tcP02Zi813h2D3FD6A0
https://gothamartists.my.salesforce.com/sfc/p/30000000mJtC/a/3y000001bZ8N/E3jJQ5kAjocLQX2zyVJk7qM0eTWCpTZX9at033s3RXA
https://gothamartists.my.salesforce.com/sfc/p/30000000mJtC/a/3y000001RhJi/WagCdKSA49jInjzF8ctFq2qmI_AfmIXer5rx.h2UOIw


A/V REQUIREMENTS:
For the presentation (listed in order of preference), Paul’s 1st
option is to arrive with his presentation on a thumb drive, as he
customizes content for every event. 2nd choice is for the
presentation to be sent in advance via client request. 3rd option
is to present from his own PC (Dell XPS 15).

Perfect Cue system (or equivalent) for Paul’s direct slide control.

Paul requires a wireless lavalier microphone connected to a
professional audio system.

Paul requires an A/V check no fewer than 30 minutes before
taking the stage.

Paul strongly prefers at least one confidence monitor.

Paul prefers no podium on stage. If one must be present, it
needs to be pushed back so he may walk in front of it
unencumbered.

Please have a bottle of water available to Paul while on stage.

Paul’s programs are very interactive and engaging, please try to
fill the seats in the front of the room for energy.



STAGE INTRO
Paul Epstein believes there are two types of people in this world— those
who play defense—and those who PLAY OFFENSE. 

These insights around purpose, performance, and impact were gathered
over a 15-year run as a professional sports executive– where Paul
successfully steered business teams that executed billion-dollar NFL
campaigns, broke Super Bowl revenue records, and generated league-
leading sales results for cellar-dwelling NBA clubs. His proudest moment
in the industry was when he was internally known as the “Why Coach” at
the San Francisco 49ers.

He’s since consulted some of the world’s top companies and brands,
awarded by SUCCESS magazine as a top thought leader that gets results,
with his work featured on ESPN, NBC, Fox Business, and in USA Today.

Paul is a proud father of PJ, married his best friend on the field of Levi’s
Stadium, and has a slight obsession with bacon—just don’t make it too
crispy. 

Ladies and gentlemen…Paul Epstein



"Paul’s energy is infectious, his stories touch the heart, and he instills
a mindset to be your best. We all walked away with actionable tools
to navigate uncertainty, battle through indecision, and perform with
confidence, leaving us with a rallying cry to WIN MONDAY."
—Tre Menzel, Google Cloud, Head of Sales

"Paul’s keynote exceeded all my expectations and my team was
profoundly moved by his authenticity and heart-based storytelling.
He helped Amazon understand the core values at the center of
leadership such as compassion, character, and trust. Point blank,
Paul’s the best speaker we’ve ever had!"
—Oumar Diagne, Amazon, Finance Director

"Ever since Paul Epstein's keynote to our commercial sales team,
the PLAYING OFFENSE mindset and 5-pillar game plan has had
infinite impact in the field and beyond. Our team was inspired with
purpose, became more resilient, built more trusting relationships,
and our culture is that much stronger thanks to Paul. Couldn't
recommend him more!"
—Linda Gordon, Johnson & Johnson, Commercial Marketing Leader

TESTIMONIALS:



"Paul’s keynote touched our head, heart, and hands. The mindset
shifts were transformational, our hearts are now our competitive
difference, and our hands are inspired to action. His ability to teach
others to win one day, one decision, and one action at a time drives
IMMEDIATE ROI in a way that's unparalleled in our industry!"
—Greg Kish, SoFi Stadium, Head of Revenue

"Paul’s work with our management team has been invaluable,
inspiring individuals to find their purpose and become more
fulfilled leaders. The impact on our culture has been tremendous
and the lessons from his workshops have become a core part of
our organizational DNA."
—Matthew Lehman, Fairmont Miramar Hotel & Bungalows, former
General Manager

"Incredibly impactful message! Our goal was to motivate our elite
sales people during a critical quarter at ADP - Paul's keynote
accomplished that tenfold."
—Amy Cordes, ADP, Director Continuous Sales Learning &
Development

TESTIMONIALS:


